THE PURPLE PLAN

CELLPHONE
UPGR ADE BENEFIT

Purple Plan clients qualify for an upgrade to the latest Apple or Samsung cellphone every 12 months

To qualify for this benefit, you must have:
To receive your new cellphone,
Been on the Purple Plan for at least 12 months.

you must trade in your existing
cellphone. Discovery Insure will

At least two cars insured on your Purple Plan.

cover the difference between the

Both household contents and buildings cover.

trade-in value of your old phone

 ad no claims on your Purple Plan over the past 12 months
H
(except SOS claims and windscreen claims).

up to R10 000.

and the price of the new phone

How it works
The upgrade must be done at a Cellucity store or iStore (from hereon, we will refer to these as 'the store').
 ou must inform the store that you would like to upgrade your cellphone as part of the cellphone upgrade benefit available
Y
to Discovery Insure Purple Plan clients.
The store will confirm whether you qualify for the benefit.
	You must hand your existing cellphone (as well as its charger and any other accessories) in to the store, as a trade in for your
chosen new cellphone.
 ou must agree to accept the trade-in value offered by the store for your existing cellphone. The store will deduct the agreed
Y
trade-in value of your existing cellphone from the price of the new cellphone.
 iscovery will contribute the difference between the price of the new cellphone (including VAT) and the trade-in value of your
D
existing cellphone, up to R10 000 (including VAT).
If the price of your new cellphone (including VAT) is more than the trade-in value of your existing cellphone plus the R10 000
(including VAT) contribution paid by Discovery Insure, you will have to fund the remaining amount owed to the store.

More information
	
Each client that is the planholder of a Purple Plan qualifies for a maximum of one cellphone upgrade every year, subject
to a 12-month waiting period between redemptions.
This benefit is subject to stock availability of the cellphones.
Your existing cellphone must be in working order.
Your existing cellphone does not need to be a Samsung or an iPhone.

Discovery Insure Ltd is a licenced non-life insurer and an authorised financial services provider. Registration number 2009/011882/06. Product rules, terms and conditions apply.
Full product details including limitations can be found on our website, www.discovery.co.za or you can call 0860 751 751.
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